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Let’s be honest; producing a photo book, for personal, promotion 
or profit is something that almost all photographers have thought about 
at some stage or another. Many may have simply lumped the whole idea 
in the “too-hard basket”, but the truth is that putting a book together, 
regardless of your motivation, is much simpler than you think. 

While self-publishing is by no means the latest thing in photography, 
the trend to make, design and edit your own photo book that tells a story 
is. We’ve spoken to both bookmakers and photographers who have had 
success with what they’ve produced and look at what’s involved, the 
hows and whys and where to begin. While putting your own book 
together can bring challenges and requires a little technical know-how, 
the process alone allows for total creative control in producing 
something both individual and permanent and can be widely distributed.

Getting started
According to Sam Harris, the photographer who produced Postcards 
from Home, strong content is the key. “It has to be well thought out,” he 
says. Harris used Momento Pro to produce the first self-published and 
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digitally printed book to win the prestigious titles of Book of the Year 
and Australian Book of the Year at the Galley Club Publishing Awards. 
“It’s important to have a lot of fun and enjoy the process but you also 
have to be prepared to invest time and energy and make several 
prototypes,” Harris says.

Like all projects worth their salt, good preparation goes a long way 
towards a satisfying result. For Melbourne photographer Kent Matthews 
and author of award winning coffee table book Surf Nation, a crucial 
initial step is in understanding your options and getting hands-on 
knowledge of what your money can buy. “Use a local supplier and actually 
go and see how the books look,” advises Matthews who ended up altering 
the format of his book after seeing his available options at Momento Pro’s 
showroom. Making the effort to see the books at the printer allows you to 
assess the quality of the binding and paper stocks available giving you that 
all-important tactile experience with their products.

Winner of the 2012 AIPP APPA Australian Album Photographer of 
the Year Award, Nadine Saacks has produced numerous books with 
Memento Pro, and finds that printing books in Australia, rather than 

abroad, is advantageous. “You can go in and see things and if there’s 
something you’re not quite happy with, you can make changes there and 
then and they will give you recommendations,” she says. 

Design and layout
Spanning images over double pages is a thing of the past. Momento 
Pro, have a ‘Fill’ function which allows for pages to be automatically 
filled with designs from other applications such as Photoshop or 
InDesign. “In a lot of cases we have photographers who are adept at 
Photoshop or Lightroom and they like to do their layout in their 
own software, so they just need to convert to file specifications 
using our Auto Import feature,” says Momento Pro founder and 
general manager Libby Jeffery. “Customers can drag and drop 
photos, crop, resize or can use an automated format. Once it’s 
finished and uploaded, we don’t interact with any of the files; we 
literally send it directly to print.”

AsukaBook, (who only service professional photographers and 
designers and require pre-registration before getting the green light 
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to proceed,) allow for design in either Photoshop, InDesign or their 
own pre-designed bookmaker template.

Once the images have been selected and sharpened correctly, the 
bounty of options at your fingertips is virtually endless. Select your 
paper stock, image size, binding, design, finishes and layout online. 
Instructions and prompts allow for ease of use, the accounts can be 
managed and assistance is always required should you lose your way.

Understanding your medium is paramount. You could take an image 
and place it on a wall then place the same image within the pages of the 
book. However, given the differences in perspective, size, position and 
graphics, the observer may see the same scene but experience it in two 
very different ways. “It’s not just about whacking photos on a page with 
nothing else,” explains Jeffery. “The really interesting stand-out photo 
books are those that have enhanced the image by adding text or other 
graphics around it that not only tells a story but makes it flow visually 
from one page to the next. It’s amazing how many people can compose a 
photo but cannot layout a page. We love being able to help photographers 
out by offering the best format to help them to tell their story.”

Harris also understands the significance of well-placed images and 
surrounding space. “You have to think about how you want to create a 
dialogue that runs across the pages. The space between the images can 
say a lot and you have to consider how you want to engage the reader and 
take them on a journey that is an experience. Even the shape and size of 
a book can change it dramatically.”

What’s involved?
Although professional photographers have a handle on colour 
calibration and a preferred method of design, many still use a graphic 
designer when it comes to creating a book. For those working alone, 
there are still a number of options available depending not only on your 
budget, but your preferred style of book. Momento Pro claim they offer 
the most flexible designs with everything customised to the individual 
with the broadest range of photo book options in term of sizes, paper 
stock and finishes. 

According to Customer Service Manager Steve Orb at AsukaBook, 
their point of difference lies “in superior colour management and quality 
binding.” Produced in Hiroshima, Japan, photographers are offered a 
studio discount for one book at 50% off and three books at 25% off while 
Momento Pro Trade offers members discounts up to 25% off the 

standard price list for most products with various discounts available 
within its membership categories. 

The cost to produce a book will very greatly based on a number of 
considerations. There are formats and options to suit a variety of budgets 
and it basically comes down to individual choice. At entry level for both 
Momento Pro and AsukaBook expect to pay around $50 for the most 
basic options. With a huge range of variables and options, deciding on 
what you choose in terms of styles and finishes within your budget, 
costs can reach up to $5,000 with everything in between. 

Sales and distribution
Now you have your books, how do you get them off the shelves? A lot 
of photographers will have an established name that assists with the 
selling of their products. Books can be marketed on a photographer’s 
website or can coincide with an exhibition, or photographers may wish 
to embrace social networking or even take on the services of an agent. 
At AsukaBook, which is aimed exclusively at professionals, the onus is 
on the photographer to sell their own books. 

Targeting both professional and amateur markets, Momento Pro 
provides its clients with an online facility to sell their book through the 
Momento Pro website. Once uploaded, they can set the price mark-up, 
the size of the book and its finish. Once the book is ordered, Momento 
Pro produce and dispatch it for the customer and remit funds to the 
customer every quarter. They also allow photographers to send a URL to 
enable potential customers to view their online projects in the form of 
an animated flipbook. 

You have to think about how you 
want to create a dialogue that runs 

across the pages. The space 
between the images can say a lot 
and you have to consider how you 

want to engage the reader...
Sam Harris
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Bookmakers galore!
With potential realised amongst the photographic community, the photo 
book market has seen a proliferation of bookmakers online. Blurb, 
Digital Print Australia, Photopico, Photobook Australia and Album 
Works have all jumped on the ever popular wagon of photo books as 
photographers increasingly realise the effectiveness they have in 
showcasing their work. But be warned, as with all things on the market, 
you get what you pay for. A great place to start is to also ask trusted 
colleagues for recommendations and get a sense of their experiences.

An AsukaBook Ambassador, Melbourne-based photographer 
Mercury Megaloudis recognised the future potential of photo books 
back in 1999. Today, he relies on AsukaBook to produce his books for 
displaying his portrait albums, which he says is far more ideal than the 
larger classical type album. “The finish at Asuka is miles apart from 
anyone else,” says Megaloudis who also advises on opting for quality 
every time and strongly urges giving cheap online offers a wide berth. 

Handmade books
There is no doubt handmade books lend a particular quality to a set of 
images and create a special object of timelessness that enables for 
more than just profiling photographs. Photographer Stephen Dupont 
has utilised the charm of handmade books a number of times, as have 
London-based Stephen Gill and US photographer Lauren Henkin. Of 
primary consideration with handmade books is binding and you’ll need 
to decide whether to do it yourself or take on the services of a binder, 
bearing in mind this is likely to consume the bulk of your costs. Other 

considerations include materials to use, size of the book, sequencing, 
layout, paper stock and typography. Creating a bespoke handmade 
book may feel like you are doing things the hard way, but their appeal 
lies in their exclusivity and tactile appeal that trumps anything mass 
produced or machine-made.

Why do it?
Producing a book not only showcases a photographer’s work into 
something tangible, but enables you to extend your audience and 
create something with a stamp of individuality, intimacy and longevity. 
They are an excellent way for you to re-assess your work, explore new 
themes, showcase your work to potential customers and assist in your 
development as a photographer. A photo book goes beyond the realm of 
a one-off exhibition, beyond capturing frozen moments in time. 
Rather, they tell a story, using text, graphics and layout for context, 
combining all elements to create a work of art. 

ContaCtS
Sam Harris samharrisphoto.com
Libby Jeffery www.momentopro.com.au
Kent Matthews www.kentmathews.com
Mercury Megaloudis www.mega.com.au
Steve Orb www.asukabook.com.au
Nadine Saacks www.nadinesaacks.com
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